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Summary Very lean hydrogen flames were thought to quench in narrow confined geometries. However, flames with very low fuel

concentration undergo an isolated critically-sustained propagation in narrow gaps: H2-air flames can overcome large heat losses and

very lean conditions by breaking the reaction surface into isolated flame cells that locally enrich the mixture through differential

diffusion over a curved front. These kernels travel steadily in straight lines or split cyclically in various unexpected patterns.

EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL CONFIGURATIONS

Morphology, stability and safety issues of ultra-lean confined hydrogen-air flames are studied in an experimental setup

[2] in which two parallel flat plates, disposed vertically, are separated a small distance apart forming a narrow channel

of height h. The reaction front is tracked using Schlieren techniques and high-speed imaging, with the path followed

by the flames outlined by the trailing condensed water streaks formed just behind them [1] (Fig. 1). In addition, an in-

house finite-element code has been used to analyze the processes [3]. Since the flow is laminar and the flame thickness

δT ∼ (0.5 − 1) mm is comparable to the gap size h, the propagation problem of the flame can be treated as quasi

two-dimensional, considerably simplifying the simulations of lean hydrogen-air flames (Fig. 2).

Figure 1: Different propagation modes of hydrogen flames. Downward propagation, a continuous flame front, b splitting

cells and c several two-headed isolated steady flame cells. Upward propagation , d continuous flame front, e fractal-like

propagation mode and f several one-headed isolated steady cells.

For sufficiently large values of h, the high mass diffusivity of hydrogen outlines a reactive front characterized by the

formation of small wrinkles through thermodiffusive instabilities (Fig. 1a and d). In gaps narrower than h < 6 mm, the

expected continuous flame front breaks into a set of small flame cells separated by cold, unburned gas, unveiling two
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regimes that only emerge in flames with low enough hydrogen concentration. In the first one, the flame front breaks into

several unstable flame cells (Fig. 1b and e) that split continuously and propagate leaving a path that conforms a pattern

that reminds of ferns and tree leaves. In the second regime, the flame front breaks into a few isolated stable flame cells

(Fig. 1c and e) that move steadily delineating an almost straight trajectory that reminds of the fingering patterns found

during smoldering combustion of thin solid materials [7].

Figure 2: Numerical solutions of lean flames for increasing values of the heat-loss parameter, turning the propagation

from a continuous front solution to splitting and isolated regimes. Inset detail of one and two-headed cells.

From the experimental results it is unclear both how the flame cells are formed and why hydrogen flames withstand

more adverse conditions than heavier hydrocarbon fuels [6]. To investigate the causes that lead to the new propagation

regimes identified experimentally, we modeled the propagation of the H2-air flame including heat losses at the walls in

an integrated averaged formulation in the transverse coordinate z. The aforementioned computations (Fig. 2) identified

the intense heat losses at the walls and the high mass diffusivity of the fuel as the two main mechanisms controlling the

emergence of the newly-discovered propagation modes

CONCLUSIONS

The discovery of the propagation regimes described above opens new research lines regarding near-limit hydrogen

combustion in narrow geometries. Based on the experimental and numerical results and in the mathematical modelling of

the problem, we appoint the conductive heat losses to the surrounding walls and the high diffusivity of hydrogen flames as

the two physical mechanisms governing the onset of the two propagation regimes reported here. As the use of hydrogen

in the near future is expected to increase [5, 4], we anticipate a raising concern about the safety of hydrogen-powered

devices [2] that will motivate the exploration of interactions between different phenomena that may unveil unknown

flame behaviours relevant in the development of safety measures.
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